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Examining the
The Merger of

merger! ¡n-

of a u.s.
led as a merger
merger appears to be
reverse subsidiary merger.
In contrast ler-Chrysler merger needed a

more complex structure because German law did
not permit a reverse subsidiary merger.

Th.~...Alçat~l..LlJç.~llt..M~rg~r..
Under the Alcatel-Lucent Technologies Agreement, Alcatels wholly owned U.s. subsidiary!
Aura Merger Sub! Ine. (IlAura!!)1 will merge into
Lucent pursuant to Delavvare law with Lucent as

the surviving corporation. Each Lucent share \,yill
be converted into 0.1952 of an Alcatel American

depositary share! which possesses all rights of a
regular share of Alcatel common stock (an "ADS!!ll

and is treated as common stock for U.S. income
tax purposes. This Alcatel-Lucent transaction is

intended to qualify as a tax-free reverse subsidiary
merger described in code Code See. 368(a)(2)(E).
Since Alcatel is a foreign corporation! Lucent

shareholders are deemed to transfer their shares
directly to Alcatel for purposes of the outbound
stock transfer rules of Code See. 367(a).
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The 1998 merger of Daimler-Benz AG and Chrysler
Corporation involved a significantly more complex
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structure than did Alcatel-Lucent; German corpo-
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rate law did not permit the acquisition of Chrysler

in a tax-free reverse subsidiary merger. First! a new

German holding companyi Daimler-Chrysleri was
formed and it made a share-for-share tender offer for

Outbound Transfers of Stock
lJ)lg~r_Çj:Çl~.S~ç_$__:?QZ(a)

in the tender. Next a special purpose subsidiaryi

Under Reg. §1.367(a)-3(c)1 a transfer of stock of a
U.S. corporation to a foreign corporation pursuant
to a tax-free reorganization or to a Code See. 351
transaction will qualify for tax-free treatment only
if it satisfies four conditions:

Chrysler Merger Subi merged into Chrysler. Chrysler

1. U.S. transferors of target stock receive in exchange

shareholders exchanged their Chrysler shares for

Daimler-Chrysler shares. The taxpayer employed
a complex exchange agent structure in this step

for their target stock no more than 50 percent of
the voting power and value of the stock of the
transferee foreign corporation. In a reverse trian-

because of restrictions under German law. Nexti
Daimler-Benz was merged into Daimler-Chrysler.

gular merger! the transferee is deemed to be the
foreign parent corporation.

shares of Daimler-Benzi the historic parent company of the Daimler group. Daimler-Chrysler acquired
more than 80 percent of the Daimler-Benz shares

Shares of Daimler-Benz shareholders who did not
participate in the tender were converted into shares

2. U.s persons that are insiders own no more than 50

in Daimler-Chrysler by operation of law.

percent of the combined voting power and value
of the transferee foreign corporation immediately

Tax Consequences to

after the transaction! counting all stock held by such
persons in the foreign transferee corporation.

:Q.al:nl~r..Çhrysl.~.rShar~hQIÇl~rs_
The former Chrysler shareholders had three theories for tax-free treatment of the exchange of their

Chrysler shares:
1. Notwithstanding German law! the merger of
Chrysler Merger Sub into Chrysler was a good
reverse subsidiary merger because the requirements under the u.S. reorganization provisions

were satisfied in substance.

3. U.S. persons that transfer target stock and own at least

five percent of the transferee foreign corporation after
the transaction enter a IIgain recognition agreemenfl
which, among other things! requires recognition of
gain realized in the transfer of target shares (plus interest at the underpayment rate) if the foreign transferee

corporation engages in certain post-reorganization

transactions within five years of the transfer.
4. The transferee foreign corporation satisfies the

active trade or business test.

2. Ignoring Chrysler Merger Sub! Chrysler shareholders

transferred their shares directly to Daimler-Chrysler in
a good B reorganization (voting stock for control).

The active trade or business test in turn has
three parts:
1. The transferee foreign corporation (including any

3. Ignoring Chrysler Merger Sub! the tender of-

80 percent owned IIqualified subsidiary/') must

fer for Daimler-Benz shares and the transfer of
Chrysler shares are part of a single plan to which
Code See. 351 applies.
The former Daimler-Benz shareholders exchanged

have been engaged in an active trade or business
outside the United States for the three-year period

their shares either in the tender offer or in the merger.

The tender offer exchange could qualify as part of a
Code See. 351 transfer if integrated with the exchange
by the Chrysler shareholders. If not integratedi it

ending on the date of the transfer.

2. There must be no plan or intention to discontinue that active trade or business.
3. At the time of the transfer! the fair market value

could qualify as a B reorganization because more

of the foreign transferee corporation must be at
least equal to the fair market value of the u.s.
target (the I'substantiality tesn. For purposes of

than 80 percent of the Daimler-Benz shareholders

the substantiality test recently acquired assets

tendered their shares. The exchange pursuant to the
merger could qualify as a tax-free C reorganization
i.e.i substantially all target assets for voting stock. The
exchange could not qualify as an A reorganization

are disregarded if they are passive investment

type assetsi acquired for the purpose of avoiding the substantiality test or acquired from the

target and affiliates within the three-year period

because! under the rules then in effect a foreign law

ending on the date of the transfer. Recognizing

merger could not qualify. Alternatively if the merger is

the practical difficulty in meeting the active

integrated with the tender offeri the transaction could

trade or business test! regulations permit a target

qualify as a tax-free D reorganization.

--- Continued on page 36
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Apparently! there was concern
that at the time of the exchange

the receipt of the Alcatel ADSs. It
is assumed that no current Lucent

shareholders will be a five-percent
Alcatel shareholder after the merger
and no gain recognition agreement
will be required.

of the Chrysler shares! Daimler-

less than five percent of the trans-

ness wou Id not count under the

feree foreign corporation qualify for

Daimler-

active trade or business test. The

Exchanges of Daimler-Benz shares

was insubstantial compl iance

Transfers of stock in a foreign cor-

poration are subject to a more modest

set of requirements under Code See.
367(a). Target shareholders that own

tax-free treatment in all cases! while
five-percent shareholders must enter

Chrysler did not own 80 percent
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Chrysler shares under any of the
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was subject to the full Code See.
367(a) rules on outbound transfers

suggest that significant ;-\Icatei as-

of domestic stock. Since the former

The contrast between these two
mergers ill ustrates the extraordinary
diffculties that can result in attempting to mesh foreign corporate law
with the requirements of the corporate reorgan ization provisions.

sets will be disregarded either as
passive assets or under the three-

Chrysler shareholders and Chrysler
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